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About Me

• 10 + years of sales and use tax experience
• Worked in consulting with projects in many different industries 

and states
• Did industry work in the restaurant and e-comm businesses
• I love sales tax!
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What We’ll Be Covering

• Physical and Economic Nexus
• Remote Employees
• Marketplace Facilitators

• Use Tax 
• Exemptions
• Sourcing
• Your Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nexus : the more up and coming ways companies are creating nexusUse Tax : the sometimes forgotten transaction taxIf you have questions pop them in the chat, and hopefully I have enough time to answer them for you. I did include questions that came in on the registrations so if you submitted something you should see it at the end.
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The Basics

• “It depends…”
• Sales tax vs. use tax
• Not all sellers will have a sales tax obligation

• Services are largely exempt
• Manufacturers will likely be exempt as wholesalers
• Retailers selling exclusively on marketplaces (i.e., Amazon)

• Nexus establishes the connection that allows a taxing jurisdiction 
to impose its sales tax

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rules vary per state. There may be a general answer that applies to most states, but there are always outliers.Sales Tax – paid to you by your customers for their purchases, use tax is paid by your company directly to the state for your purchases and useEven thought you sell, you may not have a need to file a pay.HI, NM, SD, WV tax all services unless specifically exempted
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Types of Nexus

Physical
Business locations

Remote employees/agents

Property 

Economic (remote seller)
Based on sales dollars and/or transaction 
count

No physical presence required
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Remote Employees and Nexus

• Covid-19 has changed the way we work
• Waivers for covid related remote employees establishing nexus have 

expired
• Most states took no position, leaving the door open to establish nexus

• Remote workers won’t automatically establish nexus
• Sales and service staff will typically establish nexus
• Some states extend that to include administrative functions

• Contract employees can also create nexus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CovidOnly 13 states offered guidance. 32 states took no position.MN, OK, RI have given general guidance that they will not seek to establish nexus due to temp. pandemic remote work, but there is no end date in effect.Remote employee typeUnlike other state business activity taxes, a state can impose its sales/use tax against a business even though its operations in the taxing state are unrelated to the sales the business makes to customers in that state. States that still differentiate between sales/admin staff may change this in the future.Agency nexus is established when a company contracts with an independent sales agent who travels into a state on a regular basis or a service company that provides services on the company's behalf
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The Definition of 
Property is Expanding

• Software on servers in a state 
can create nexus, even if the 
servers are not owned by the 
company

• Property rented or leased to 
others in a state

• Property rented or leased by 
the company in a state

• Delivering property on 
company owned vehicles in a 
state

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Services like AWS store SaaS clients software on servers across the country to increase availability.Not just property owned.
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Economic Nexus Post Wayfair
• South Dakota v. Wayfair

• All 45 states that impose a sales tax, Alaska locals and Puerto Rico have 
enacted economic nexus rules

• Threshold is typically $100k or 200 transactions
• NY - $500k AND 100 transactions
• CA and TX - $500k, no transaction requirement

• CA threshold applies to in state sellers as it creates local use tax 
nexus

• WA - $100k, no transaction requirement
• First enforcement was June 2018 (NY)
• Final state goes live January 2023 (MO)

• Compliance is complex!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Decided in 2018, ended long standing precedent that physical presence was REQUIRED to establish nexus.  Now mere sales into a state create nexus even if you ever set foot in a state. While $100k/200 is pretty much the standard, there are other variables in each state that require a more in-depth analysis than just looking at the sales numbers.Some states are either/or for trans#/$$ but some require the trans # AND $$Some use the gross of all sales to determine if the threshold was met and some use only the taxable transactions. Some get even more granular and use the gross, but exclude services and/or resales.The evaluation period is typically the previous or current CY (and/or), but of course there are outliers- NY uses their sales tax FY of (March through Feb), 12-month period ending on 9/30 (CT) and PR uses the sellers accounting year.When to register is also widely varied – some within 30 days, or the 1st day of the 4th calendar month after nexus est,or by Jan 1 of the year following est nexus,. Etc.With all of the rules regarding physical and economic nexus that change per state it is hard for companies juggling “more important” tasks to take time to figure out how to be in compliance. Luckily there is sales tax specific technology out there that can help with tax rates, exemption certificate management, and tax return filing and it seems like more being developed all the time.
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Marketplace Facilitators

• Think Amazon, Etsy and eBay, but even smaller platforms can be 
marketplace facilitators

• Like economic nexus, all states with a sales tax have marketplace 
facilitator rules (MO goes live 1/1/23)

• Thresholds mirror the economic nexus numbers
• CT threshold for facilitators is higher than economic, at $250k

• If a facilitator meets the threshold, they are required to collect 
tax on sales made by or on behalf of their third-party sellers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A Marketplace Facilitator/Provider is generally a business or person who owns, operates or otherwise controls a physical or electronic marketplace and facilitates the sale of a third-party Seller's products.CT economic threshold for sales prior to 7/1/19 was $250,000 and 200 retail transactions, post 7/1/19 the threshold is $100,000 and 200Lots of ways to create nexus these days.
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Use Tax 

• Use tax, often referred to as “consumers use tax”, needs to be 
reported to the state when a taxable item is purchased and there 
was no sales tax paid at the time of purchase

• Examples:
• Items removed from inventory for internal use
• Free samples given away to clients

• The burden is on the taxpayer to know what is taxable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use TaxBack before amazon became so prolific with the number of warehosues, I would see clients under audit get dinged a lot for amazon.com transations. Auditors knew they weren’t charging sales tax a lot of the time so those invoices always got selected for review. Companies more likely to have higher use tax obligations have a high volume of purchasing activity for internal consumption: Hospitals, research and development, restaurantsUse tax should still be a consideration for all companies as states become savvier at monitoring customs dataCalifornia reviews customs data against sales and use tax returnsPR will not release imports at their port until use tax is paidOnto exemptions
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Exemptions
• Common exemptions:

• Manufacturing 
equipment and materials

• Items that become part 
of a final product

• Certain medical supplies 
and devices

• Services
• Software and digital 

intangibles (varies by 
state)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once a business has established nexus or realizes they need to remit use tax, the next thing they need to consider is – what is taxable and what is exempt?Tangible goods are going to almost always be taxable unless an exemption exists. Exemptions are relevant to buyers as well, as not capturing exemptions can lead to big overpayments. 
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CA Manufacturing/R&D Exemption

• Enacted 1/1/14, extended through 6/30/30
• Current exemption of 3.9375 of state portion, buyer is still 

responsible for locals
• To qualify, the buyer must be in certain types of business

• NAICS - 3111 to 3399 (manufacturing)
• NAICS - 541711 or 541712 (R&D)

• Property must be qualified TPP and used in a qualified manner
• Exempt: machinery, equipment, parts, computers used to control equip.
• Taxable: extraction process equip., computers used by accounting staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
State portion =  3.3125%Must meet all conditions-Be primarily engaged in certain types of business, also known as being a "qualified person."Purchase "qualified tangible personal property.“Machinery, equip and component parts.Useful life of 1 yearUse that qualified tangible personal property in a qualified manner.https://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/industry/manufacturing-exemptions.htm
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Sourcing for Remote Sellers
• Items mailed or received at locations other than your business 

location should be taxed at the rate where the item is received 
(destination-based sourcing)

• Software sourcing is more complex; there is hierarchy of how 
such sales should be sourced:

• Where the end users are located; *the gold standard*
• If the end user location is unknown, where the buyer receives the digital 

product (i.e., ship-to address);
• If the ship-to address us known, purchaser’s address available in the 

seller’s business records;

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of course, Brick and mortar retail sales will be taxed at the rate applicable of that retail location, but what about remote sellers?If you are a SaaS company and your client says, 505% of my users are in CA and 50% are in new Mexico (assuming you have nexus in both locations) the proper thing to do would be tax 50% at the NM rate and the other 50% of the fee would not be taxed as SaaS is not taxable in CA. Not everyone has this information. 
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Origin vs. Destination Based 
Sourcing
• For intrastate sales, most states use destination-based sourcing
• Origin-based states require you to use the rate at the origin for 

intrastate sales
• States: AZ, IL, MS, MO, OH, PA, TN, TX, UT, VA

• California is a mixed sourcing state
• The statewide sales tax is based on the origin of the sale. However, 

district taxes (levied within cities or countywide) are generally based on 
the destination of the sale (the delivery address).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
California SellersCalifornia requires that in-state sellers collect the state portion of the sales tax and the district portion where they are engaged in business. Before Wayfair, a winery located in Temecula would only have to collect district taxes on sales they made in the retail area of their tasting room. Sales made online and shipped were not subject to the local districts of their destination. As of 4/1/2019, if their sales in CA cross the economic threshold they will have to collect and remit the district taxes of the ship-to address.Most remote sellers cannot differentiate where they are in business in CA so they collect it all and remit it for simplicity's sake.
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Participant Questions
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Resale Certificate Pushback

• The taxpayer makes test systems for their clients
• Component parts are for resale, final product is taxed
• A distributor is asking for a separate resale certificate for each 

individual part they purchase
• Per CA Publication 103, “Sales for Resale”, a list of items purchased or a 

general description of items for resale is an appropriate way to 
complete the resale certificate. I would point the vendor to the 
Publication and prepare a spreadsheet with the item numbers being 
purchased. Fill out a resale certificate with “see attached item list” in the 
“Description of property to be purchased for resale” field.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Link to drop in chat -  https://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/formspubs/pub103/
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Temporary Tent Rental
• The taxpayer rents a tent for 10 days every year for an RV show – why 

is this rental taxable?
• Rentals and leases are treated the same as an outright sale. If the item is 

subject to tax, tax will be collected for a rental the same as a sale.
• If they get the tent from out of state and use local vendors to install it 

would sales tax be charged?
• Assuming this is not the first time the tent has been assembled; it would be 

exempt as charges for reassembly of items are not taxable. The tent rental 
would be subject to use tax if the out of state vendor did not collect sales tax.

• This same taxpayer also helps with the tent rental company. If their 
jobs are performed in another state, would they need to register in 
that state for sales tax?

• The presence of the tents, of which the company retains ownership, are likely 
enough to create nexus. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, the North Carolina Department of Revenue found that a company renting and selling workplace safety videotapes through the mail (from an out-of-state location) was doing business in the state.  The sole nexus-creating factor was the fact that the company owned the videos that were being rented to North Carolina customers.  (Secretary of Revenue Decision No. 98-298, North Carolina Department of Revenue, Wake County, September 28, 1999.)  Similarly, California considers any retailer that derives rentals receipts from a lease of tangible personal property in the state to have nexus.  (Cal. Rev. & Tax. Code § 6203, subd. (c)(3).)
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How Can SSF Help?

• Nexus Studies
• Analyze client data to determine where sales tax nexus exists
• VDA’s/Registration

• Audit Representation
• Item Master Review

• Review purchase catalog for tax flag accuracy

• Overpayment Recovery
• Exposure Review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nexus studies – sales data, employee locations, property locations, sales solicitation activity.Audit Representation – reviewing auditor work papers for errors, submitting claims for refund to offset liabilities.Item master – every item is reviewed and given a tax flag per state. Annual, quarterly, monthly – depending on the volume of items being added to the purchase catalog. For retailers with a large variety of items for offer (ecomm, grocery <required by CDTFA) OR manufacturers/producers with a variety of items brought in for production/consumption.Overpayment – targeted review of items for sales/use tax overpayments (CA mfg exemption) or a general review of purchases and use tax remitted.Exposure review – a “mock audit” that uses the similar sampling techniques as state auditors to get an idea of if the client is in compliance with SUT remittance requirements.
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Contact

Elizabeth Perez Gonzalez
SALT Manager

egonzalez@ssfllp.com
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Thank You!
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